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ABSTRACT: Previous investigations have suggested relationships among weather, stream flow and water chemistry. Presumably, acid rain liberates soil sulfates during periods of heavy precipitation, simultaneously raising stream levels and acidity. This paper expands on those works by reporting a synoptic climatology of stream flow and stream-sulfate concentrations. Separate manual analyses of high-discharge and high stream-sulfate events in central Pennsylvania, USA, demonstrate that nearly all are associated with lows forming in the lee of the Rocky Mountains, tracking from southwest to northeast, and passing to the northwest of the study area. These lows develop into 2 distinct circulation types: transient cyclonic storms in winter and spring, and stationary fronts in summer and fall. Objective analyses of composite daily pressure-patterns associated with elevated stream flow and stream-sulfate concentrations show sequences similar to those that transport acid rain and surface ozone into central Pennsylvania. Thus, this research suggests that because of the large-scale climatology of North America, acidification of the streams of the northeastern United States and southwestern Canada is likely to continue. It also paves the way for more-refined directed case studies and modeling efforts linking the atmosphere to water quality.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most serious water-quality problems in many regions relates to acid rain. Sulfate concentrations in many of America's pristine streams increased substantially from the mid-1960s to the early 1980s (Lins 1986). Acidification of streams and lakes can happen when acid rain alters the soil chemistry. Sulfate and nitrate anions in rainfall or snow melt provide an acidic solution to transport hydrogen and aluminum out of the soil and into the stream (Reuss & Johnson 1985). The quantity of sulfate present is key. Small amounts of sulfate allow calcium to govern the solution, keeping the base saturation high. Increases in sulfate decrease the base saturation, allowing aluminum to dominate and causing an increase in the acidity of soil water (Reuss 1983).

The surface waters of the contiguous northeastern United States and southeastern Canada are especially prone to acidification. Because the soils are naturally acidic, the addition of any further sulfate can easily lower the base-saturation level to a point where aluminum will replace calcium as the preferred cation. In those areas where fresh waters are poorly buffered, any increase in the acid delivered to streams can overwhelm the system (Reuss et al. 1987). An increase in acid rain could have a significant impact on the aquatic ecosystems of these regions.

Sulfate concentrations in surface water display considerable variation as meteorological conditions change (Lynch & Corbett 1989); generally, sulfate concentrations begin to rise after the start of precipitation and decline after its end. Several investigators have also associated increased stream-sulfate concentrations with increases in stream discharge (e.g. Morris & Thomas 1987, Kerekes & Freedman 1989, Seip et al. 1989). Most of these studies have focused on snow melt or single-storm events (Harvey & Whelpdale 1986, Baird et al. 1987, Morris & Thomas 1987, Abrahams et al. 1989). No study has addressed the climatology of the relationships linking precipitation, stream flow and acidity. These relationships exist because the atmosphere transports acids, provides the mechanism for acid deposition, and supplies the medium that leaches the acids from the soil and into the stream.
Despite local influences which can confound the relationships, such as soils, geology, slope angle and vegetation cover, we hypothesize that the atmospheric circulation must have considerable control over stream flow and acidity. Connections among the synoptic-scale atmospheric circulation, pollution sources and acid-rain receptors determine the total acidity delivered to a site (National Research Council 1983). Receptor sites located near the average storm track and downwind of major pollution source regions will be besieged by acid rain. The northeastern United States and southeastern Canada is one such area. However, despite observational studies (e.g. Raynor & Hayes 1981, 1982, Lazrus et al. 1983, Haagenson et al. 1985, Chapman et al. 1987, Moldan et al. 1988) and modeling efforts (Schwartz 1989), the climatology of acid rain is not completely understood (Yarnal 1991).

One way to understand the climatology of these storm systems, and ultimately the climatology of stream acidity, is to apply a synoptic-climatological approach to the problem. The goal of this paper is to suggest connections among synoptic-scale weather systems, stream flow and acidity. We use separate synoptic climatologies of stream flow and stream-sulfate concentrations to demonstrate these linkages in a small watershed in central Pennsylvania, USA.

SYNOPTIC-CLIMATOLOGICAL THEORY AND METHODS

Synoptic climatology is the study of the relationship between the atmospheric circulation and the surface environment. To establish this relationship, all synoptic climatologies have 2 stages (Barry & Perry 1973). The first stage is the classification of the atmospheric circulation; the second is the determination of the relationship between the circulation categories and the surface environment.

Many approaches to synoptic classification have been developed, but these can be lumped into one of 2 approaches: circulation-to-environment or environment-to-circulation. The distinction between the 2 approaches is in the way the atmospheric classification and the surface environment relate to one another (Yarnal 1993).

In the circulation-to-environment approach, the investigator designs the synoptic classification to relate to a region. The classification is fairly general, typically representing the complete range of the atmospheric circulation over the area and the entire period for which data are available. Although the synoptic data might be chosen because they are believed to have a distinctive effect on a certain environmental variable, no environment-specific criteria are set for the circulation data's inclusion in the classification scheme. The classification of circulation data is therefore independent of the environmental response. To illustrate this approach, say the investigator wishes to study the relationship between acid rain and the atmospheric circulation. If he or she first compiles a classification of weather types over the region and then relates the classes to days with high precipitation acidities, the investigator is employing a circulation-to-environment scheme. Yarnal (1993) identified 5 categories of circulation-to-environment schemes: manual synoptic typing (e.g. Lamb 1972); correlation-based map-pattern classification (Lund 1963); eigenvector-based map-pattern classification (e.g. Key & Crane 1986); eigenvector-based synoptic types (e.g. Kalkstein & Corrigan 1986); and circulation indexing (e.g. Yarnal & Leathers 1986).

In contrast, with the environment-to-circulation approach the investigator identifies the atmospheric circulation associated with particular environmental conditions at the surface. He or she sets environment-specific criteria for inclusion of the atmospheric circulation data; thus the synoptic classes are not independent of the environmental response. For example, in the hypothetical research on acid rain, if the investigator only classifies the circulation when the pH of precipitation is less than 4.0, then the surface environment is dictating the selection of synoptic data. The best-known example of environment-to-circulation classification are composites; i.e. 'average' maps of specific situations (e.g. Winkler 1988).

Yarnal (1993) developed a methodology to evaluate the most appropriate synoptic-climatological classification to use with any environmental variable. He applied methods representing the 5 circulation-to-environment classification categories to a range of environmental data, and then used model-comparison statistics to assess both the absolute and relative performances of the various classifications (see the following section for a brief explanation of these statistics). Composites, representing the environment-to-circulation approach to synoptic climatology, were also produced for each environmental scenario. His results showed that no single synoptic-classification method is always superior to another. In some environmental situations, all methods show a strong association between the atmospheric circulation to the surface environment; in others, one classification may outperform the rest, but it is difficult to determine why. He also concluded that some environmental scenarios are obviously strongly influenced by the synoptic climatology, but may not be amenable to circulation-to-environment classifications. In these cases, environment-to-circulation strategies can reap rich rewards.
STUDY AREA, DATA, AND METHODS

The precipitation, discharge, and stream-sulfate-concentration data are from the Leading Ridge Experimental Watershed Research Unit in Huntingdon County, central Pennsylvania. Leading Ridge Watershed One has an areal extent of 122.6 ha. The stream draining this watershed develops from 2 perennial, first-order channels and several intermittent channels. It exhibits a rapid response time, with increased hydrologic activity noted less than 30 min after precipitation starts (Lynch & Corbett 1989).

Leading Ridge lies in the Appalachian Highlands Ridge and Valley Province, and is underlain by strongly folded sedimentary rocks. The upper slope and ridge top are underlain by quartzite, the middle slope by sandstone, and the lower slope by shale. Limestone is located in a narrow belt below the stream-gauging station. The absence of limestone above the gauging station is important, since chemical weathering of limestone could interfere with both the stream flow and water chemistry results. Most of the upland soils on Leading Ridge are residual, forming from the underlying bedrock. The natural vegetation is a second-growth hardwood forest. No known harvesting occurred during the study period that could have caused runoff levels to fluctuate for reasons other than meteorological conditions. Lynch & Corbett (1989) give a complete account of the biology, geology, hydrology, and pedology for the study site.

A unique attribute of Leading Ridge is the rural setting in central Pennsylvania. All significant point sources of pollution are more than 40 km from the sampling site. The major pollution sources in the prevailing upwind direction are more than 100 km away. Thus, the data are regionally representative. Despite its rural location, the area consistently registers some of the most acidic precipitation in the national network.

The precipitation data are daily values collected at the site, and are continuous for the entire 10 yr study period. The discharge data are daily averages recorded by the stream-gauging station. Only one day is missing from this record.

There is a distinct seasonal cycle of stream discharge at Leading Ridge, with peak runoff in early spring and a low in the late summer-early autumn. Thus, the investigation called for a measure that is not sensitive to seasonal differences in discharge. We utilized the change in percentage from the previous day's discharge to capture the day-to-day variability in stream flow associated with various synoptic categories. This value is also indicative of a particular synoptic event's precipitation intensity. Unfortunately, the percentage increase from the previous day can be misleading, since large changes in discharge are more likely during low-flow periods than high-flow periods. This is an admitted weakness, but, after the circulation-to-environment classifications were eliminated (see below) all of the extreme events selected for the environment-to-circulation applications proved to be significant rain episodes.

The stream-sulfate concentration data are determined from weekly grab samples; i.e. the specimen bottle is immersed by hand in the stream. Although these data cover the same 10 yr period as the discharge data, there were some missing sulfate values. Generally, the missing data occur at the end of December and the first part of January in most years. As a result, only 479 data samples out of a possible 520 were available for analysis.

The sulfate concentrations display a strong seasonal cycle. The lowest concentrations occur from late summer to early fall (August and September) and increase from October to December. The highest levels are recorded from January to March, and are followed by a steady decrease during the spring and summer months. This is the reverse of sulfate concentrations in precipitation recorded at the site. The decline during the spring and summer appears to result from the decrease in base flow associated with soil-moisture depletion during the growing season. No soil-moisture data were available. Ground-water sources control stream discharge in summer, with relatively small contributions from storm flow. This seasonal pattern suggests the existence of a sulfate reservoir in the watershed's soils (Lynch & Corbett 1989).

We encountered a significant problem in selecting an appropriate technique to remove the seasonal signal from the Leading Ridge stream-sulfate observations. Because the data exhibit a periodic fluctuation, the investigators used a Fourier transformation to perform this task. We filtered any periodic component greater then 3 mo, thus eliminating the seasonal signal present in the data. Besides the seasonal signal, no statistically significant peaks occur in the power spectrum. Because the data set is not continuous over time, each transformed value was compared to the original sulfate data to ensure that it was not an artifact of the time-series reconstruction.

As detailed below, we constructed composite sequences of pressure patterns associated with high- and low-sulfate events. These composites were weakened because the stream-sulfate samples were taken only once per week. This means that there is a good chance that the day with the most extreme sulfate concentration occurred on another day in that week. Thus, those days farthest in time from the day we used to represent the event day could be almost any pressure pattern; days closer to this once-per-week 'event day' will be more variable than in reality. The former
situation will produce a pressure pattern that has a flat field; the latter patterns will be more diffuse than should be expected. The fact that this analysis produced relatively well-developed sequences forming the expected composite patterns (e.g., see Fig. 2) suggests that pressure patterns related to high-sulfate events are pronounced and robust.

We related the discharge and concentration data to the 5 circulation-to-environment synoptic-classification types identified by Yarnal (1993). Mean-sea-level data based on the National Meteorological Center grid were used for the correlation-based map-pattern classification, eigenvector-based map-pattern classification and circulation indexing. We employed TD-1440, 4-times-daily synoptic data from the Pittsburgh airport to determine the eigenvector-based synoptic types. Surface weather maps from NOAA were used for manual map-pattern analysis. We limited the analyses to surface data to facilitate a comparison of the various classification models. A more comprehensive investigation would include simultaneous associations with upper-air patterns; however, this research is a ‘first cut’ at the synoptic climatology of stream flow and acidity.

Using model-comparison statistics (Willmott 1981, 1982, 1984, Willmott et al. 1985) we assessed the overall ability of these classifications to predict the variations in discharge and stream-sulfate concentration (Tables 1 & 2). RMSE is the root mean square error of each classification model. RMSE<sub>e</sub> is the model-induced error, while RMSE<sub>u</sub> is error that cannot be accounted for by the model. Because a good model should explain most of the systematic variation in the observed variables, RMSE<sub>u</sub> should be small, while RMSE<sub>e</sub> should approach RMSE. If RMSE<sub>e</sub> is relatively large, the model can be tuned to decrease this model-induced error. The percentage of the error that can be eliminated by fine tuning is (RMSE<sub>e</sub>/RMSE)<sup>2</sup>. Willmott’s index of agreement (d) reflects the relative degree to which predicted values approach observed values. It varies between 0.0 and 1.0, with 1.0 expressing perfect agreement between observed and predicted values, and 0.0 describing complete disagreement. Thus, the index of agreement is a measure of the degree to which a model’s predictions are error free. There is no absolute value that the magnitude of d must reach to become ‘significant’ – the index of agreement is only meaningful in the context of the problem under investigation.

To calculate the model-performance statistics, we computed the mean percentage change in discharge and stream-sulfate concentration associated with each synoptic-type or map-pattern class. These means became the predicted value for each day having that synoptic class; the real data formed the observed time series. The predicted time series was explicitly not intended as a hindcast, but did show which classification scheme provided the best separation and sequencing of the variable values, thereby producing superior model-performance scores. Table 1 shows that, for stream flow, the RMSE-based statistics look normal, but d reveals huge errors in the model predictions. Therefore, none of the circulation-to-environment approaches adequately explained variations in this variable.

Why did stream flow relate so poorly to the synoptic classifications? The answer is partially related to soil moisture. Preconditioning of the soil determines the

---

Table 1. Model-comparison statistics for stream discharge from Leading Ridge. See text for explanation of the statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual synoptic types</th>
<th>Correlation-based map patterns</th>
<th>Eigenvector-based synoptic types</th>
<th>Eigenvector-based map patterns</th>
<th>Circulation index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE&lt;sub&gt;e&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE&lt;sub&gt;u&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RMSE&lt;sub&gt;e&lt;/sub&gt;/RMSE)&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott’s d</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Model-comparison statistics for in-stream sulfate concentrations from Leading Ridge. See text for explanation of the statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual synoptic types</th>
<th>Correlation-based map patterns</th>
<th>Eigenvector-based synoptic types</th>
<th>Eigenvector-based map patterns</th>
<th>Circulation index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE&lt;sub&gt;e&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE&lt;sub&gt;u&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RMSE&lt;sub&gt;e&lt;/sub&gt;/RMSE)&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott’s d</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
response of a watershed to a rain event. If soil is saturated, the response is strong and reflects the magnitude of the rain event. If soil is moist, but less than field capacity, then the soil must be brought to field capacity before runoff can occur. With moist soil, runoff responds positively to large rain events, and has little correlation with light rainfalls. If the soil is dry, only the largest rain events can bring the soil to field capacity and produce runoff. Even then, the association between runoff and magnitude is poor, depending on the absolute magnitude of the rain event, the storage capacity of the soil, and other factors, such as infiltration rate. Thus, predictions of daily stream flow based on simple daily synoptic classes are often doomed to failure.

There are a few remedies the synoptic climatologist can use to cure this problem. First, the investigator can restrict the analysis to large-magnitude rain events. Second, he or she can test stream-flow response only when the soil is saturated. These 2 prescriptions, therefore, dictate switching from circulation-to-environment schemes to environment-to-circulation approaches. A third solution that permits the investigator to utilize circulation-to-environment classifications involves sequencing (Comrie 1992a). Sequencing identifies multi-day progressions of synoptic types most strongly associated with an environmental condition. In this case, certain sequences of prolonged rainfall might always raise the soil-water content to field capacity and promote heavy runoff. Fourth, to eliminate the effect of soil on fluvial response, an investigator can search for watersheds with little soil and vegetation. In contrast, he or she can apply synoptic climatology to a watershed in a perhumid region where the soils are nearly always saturated. Both watersheds would give positive responses to inputs.

The other variable, in-stream sulfate concentrations, fared only slightly better than stream flow (Table 2). RMSE values were moderate, and unsystematic error made up a large proportion of the classification error. Moderate tuning is needed to improve model performance. Index-of-agreement (d) values for sulfate concentrations, although still relatively low, are much better than those of stream-flow.

Through an understanding of the physical processes involved, however, we still believed that the atmospheric circulation must be related to these environmental variables. We concluded that a select group of events might demonstrate the association between circulation patterns and the periods of hydrologic activity needed to trigger high stream flow and high stream-sulfate concentrations; thus, we decided to try an environment-to-circulation approach. This does not imply that circulation-to-environment approaches are inferior to environment-to-circulation schemes; on the contrary, circulation-to-environment classifications are far more powerful than environment-to-circulation techniques (Yarnal 1993). However, when circulation-to-environment approaches fail, the weaker environment-to-circulation strategy can still provide good results. Thus, we objectively compiled composite weather sequences (using the NMC grids) and storm tracks (using the NOAA daily weather maps) to help clarify the relationships between the atmospheric circulation and the discharge and sulfate-concentration data from Leading Ridge.

RESULTS

Stream discharge

To begin an environment-to-circulation classification, a determination of appropriate criteria for classifying circulation data is necessary. As the criterion for inclusion in the high-runoff event group, we set the value as a stream-discharge increase of greater than 300% (i.e. greater than 1.0 standard deviation) from the previous day. Overall, 119 days meet this criterion (Table 3) and were examined in further detail.

Precipitation occurred on 116 of these 119 days. A closer look at the 3 days on which there was no precipitation reveals that a significant amount of precipitation fell on the previous day. This suggests a problem in the timing of the precipitation observation and the recording of the synoptic chart. This is a problem inherent to all daily synoptic climatologies. We deleted these 3 days from the record, effecting a second criterion for selection of circulation data, i.e.

Table 3. Monthly distribution of high-discharge events at Leading Ridge Watershed One. High-discharge events are defined as days with discharges at least 300% greater than those of the previous day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>No. of events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
precipitation must be recorded. The mean precipitation total for the 116 days is 29.5 mm, with a standard deviation of 13.7 mm. The distribution of the data shows that 74 events had precipitation totals in excess of 25.4 mm (1.0 inch).

We reviewed weather maps for the days before and after each event to see if any extended over more than 1 day. As anticipated, many did and, when multi-day storms are considered, the number of events with precipitation totals greater than 25.4 mm increases from 74 to 91, with the mean precipitation total and standard deviation rising to 34.8 mm and 16.0 mm, respectively. This suggests that most periods of high stream flow are associated with large precipitation totals accompanying organized systems, rather than convective events.

Each high-runoff event was grouped into storm, stationary front, or 'other' categories. Storm events have high stream flow at Leading Ridge and the nearby passage of a transient low-pressure system. These systems have well-defined warm and cold fronts. The passage of a low-pressure center to the north of Leading Ridge can transport large quantities of warm, moist air from the Gulf of Mexico. In addition to its potential contribution to high precipitation totals, warm-air advection can melt snow. A large melt can cause a significant increase in stream flow even if the amount of precipitation from the storm is relatively light. To be classified as a stationary-front event, the low-pressure system associated with high discharge at Leading Ridge has to be present for 2 to 5 d, show little movement, and have ill-defined fronts. This category helps to explain why large increases in discharge can occur with a relatively low 1-day precipitation total. In these instances, the rainfall from the preceding days saturates the soil, and much of the rain from the event day runs directly into the channel via overland flow or interflow. We excluded the 'other' category from analysis because of its relative infrequency; i.e. 7 instances over the 10 yr period.

Approximately 43% of the high-flow events were associated with storms, and 51% with stationary-fronts. Approximately 90% of all summer and fall high-flow events corresponded to stationary fronts; roughly 20% of all wintertime high-flow events were stationary fronts, while the remaining 80% were storm events. Most wintertime high flows were associated with rain events, with little if any snow falling.

To determine the cyclones' source regions and paths for high-discharge events, we extracted the low-pressure centers from the weather maps for 6 consecutive days, stretching from Day t-4 to Day t+1 (relative to the event-day t), and plotted them. The results show that the cyclogenetic areas most likely to cause a high stream-flow event are in the lee of the southern Rocky Mountains and over the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 1). Only one event was associated with a coastal low, and just one case involved a storm from the northern Rockies. The path traveled by the vast majority of storms takes the low-pressure center to Pennsylvania's northwest. There are at least 3 important points to note: (1) only one of North America's principal cyclogenetic areas (e.g. Zishka & Smith 1980, Whittaker & Horn 1964) is associated with high-runoff events at Leading Ridge; (2) only one storm track is associated with the majority of such events; and (3) cyclones forming in the lee of the southern Rockies or over the Gulf tend to be in their mature stage when they reach Pennsylvania. These findings are similar to those of Maddox et al. (1979, 1980) for flash-flood events in the western United States.

Stream-sulfate concentrations

In most regards, the relationships between the atmospheric circulation and sulfate concentrations at Leading Ridge are similar to the situation for stream flow. This makes sense because sulfate moves into the stream channel during hydrologic events. There are differences, however. Most important, the time of collection influences whether or not the meteorological conditions will satisfactorily explain the observed

Fig. 1. Storm tracks associated with high-discharge episodes, Leading Ridge, Pennsylvania. (Reproduced from Yarnal 1993 with permission of Belhaven Press)
sulfate concentration. Since the majority of the readings come from the morning, sulfate levels often relate better to the previous day's weather. Thus, much of the following analysis will focus on the synoptic conditions of the day preceding the measurement (Day t−1).

To begin, we divided the data into groups of high- and low-sulfate concentration events. Data with a standard deviation greater than ±1.0 were retained for study. This resulted in 52 high-sulfate and 58 low-sulfate events; about 23% of the sample days. We further subdivided the high-sulfate group into storm and stationary-front categories. We assumed that the mixed distribution discovered in the stream-flow investigation would also be present in the sulfate data.

Manual inspection of the weather maps shows that low-sulfate events relate to a variety of weather patterns. Nonetheless, the common thread among these possibilities is that dry conditions prevailed for a minimum of 2 to 3 d prior to the day of sulfate measurement. Thus, hydrologic activity and sulfate delivery to the stream were at a minimum on that day.

The high-sulfate group, on the other hand, displays a distinct propensity for the occurrence of precipitation just before Day t. On Days t−4 and t−3, dry conditions generally prevailed, but precipitation fell by Days t−2 and t−1. This confirms the results of earlier studies, which concluded that the highest sulfate levels occur during periods of hydrologic activity (e.g. Harvey & Whelpdale 1986). On Days t−4 and t−3, the overall mean precipitation was 3.6 mm, which resembles the long-term daily mean at Leading Ridge. Above-average rainfall (i.e. a mean of 7.4 mm per day) was evident on Day t−2. Day t−1 was the wettest of the five, with an average rainfall of 10.7 mm. On Day t, precipitation totals declined, with an average of 8.1 mm.

Continued stratification into stationary and storm events provides more insight into this phenomenon. Of the 52 high-sulfate events, there were 19 storms and 33 stationary fronts. The storm subset shows a striking composite sequence during a high-sulfate event (Fig. 2). It begins with an elongated ridge over Pennsylvania that evolves into a back-of-high-pressure configuration. This sequence promotes the build up, transport and deposition of atmospheric acids and acidifying agents. First, air stagnates under the ridge over the Ohio River Valley's polluted, high-emissions areas, then it moves with the back-of-high-pressure's southwesterly flow to the Leading Ridge site. As Day t approaches, southwesterly flow continues as the high-pressure system migrates eastward and a well-defined low-pressure system from the west becomes influential. This sequence can also bring ample rainfall to Leading Ridge, either through decreased stability in the high's northwest quadrant, or with low pressure itself (Table 4). On Day t, the center of

![Fig. 2. Composite maps of surface pressure (mb) associated with high-sulfate events, Leading Ridge, Pennsylvania. (Reproduced from Yarnal 1993 with permission of Belhaven Press)](image)

Table 4. Precipitation characteristics associated with a storm-related high-sulfate event at Leading Ridge Watershed One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Day t−4</th>
<th>Day t−3</th>
<th>Day t−2</th>
<th>Day t−1</th>
<th>Day t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean of all event days (mm)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of days with recorded precipitation (mm)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days with precipitation (%)</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the northeastward-tracking low has passed to Pennsylvania's northwest and a high-pressure system starts to build from the southwest. This sequence of pressure patterns usually produces precipitation pH readings below 4.0 at Leading Ridge. It appears that this highly acidic precipitation releases the sulfate stored in the soil and transports it to the stream.

We constructed a catalog recording the track and precipitation totals for each storm. Results demonstrate great similarity to the storm-track plots for high-stream flow events (Fig. 1). Thus, the same general track associated with greater stream-flow levels also controls low-pressure systems related to increased stream-sulfate concentrations (Fig. 3). Only one coastal storm was associated with a high-sulfate event, and the remainder displayed mature cyclones tracking just to the northwest of Pennsylvania.

The stationary-front events reveal a composite pressure-map sequence similar to that of the storm events (not shown). On Day t-4, the composite map displays high pressure over the region, suggesting generally dry, stagnant conditions. The high-pressure center shifts slightly south and east on Day t-3, and the gentle pressure gradient suggests that the high's influence is waning. Day t-2 shows the eastward migration of the high-pressure system out of Pennsylvania, and a possible upper-level trough to the west; winds are southwesterly. The approaching surface front begins to stall at this point. These conditions favor precipitation. The lack of definition in this composite pressure map suggests the muddled synoptic conditions often associated with stationary fronts. Day t-1 shows Pennsylvania under the influence of a trough, with a weak surface low-pressure system riding along the stationary front. The trough has moved east on Day t, and high pressure begins to reassert itself as the stationary-front dissipates.

The precipitation distribution for stationary-front events differed from that of the storm events (Table 5). Precipitation values reflect the prolonged, steady rainfall often associated with stationary fronts. Days t-4 and t-3 were dry a majority of the time. The effects of the approaching trough were felt on Day t-2, with mean rainfalls of 17.0 mm. Although Day t-1 experienced a greater frequency of precipitation than Day t-2 (73.7% vs 52.6%), the average rainfall declined to 15.2 mm per day. On Day t, mean rainfall decreased to 11.2 mm.

Although the mean precipitation totals for stationary events were slightly lower than the storm averages, these events are fairly efficient sulfate producers. Their constant rainfall over a 2- to 3-day time span appears to cleanse the atmosphere of sulfate effectively. This is especially important during the summer months when the concentration of atmospheric sulfate is highest. Furthermore, the constant rainfall saturates the soil and makes it easy for rainwater to transport sulfates stored in the soil to the stream channel.

Therefore, certain synoptic situations are associated with increased sulfate concentrations in stream flow. For Leading Ridge, either large, powerful wintertime storm systems or summertime stationary fronts can trigger sulfate releases.

Table 5. Precipitation characteristics associated with a stationary front-related high-sulfate event at Leading Ridge Watershed One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Day t-4</th>
<th>Day t-3</th>
<th>Day t-2</th>
<th>Day t-1</th>
<th>Day t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean of all event days (mm)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of days with recorded precipitation (mm)</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days with precipitation (%)</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

This research corroborates previous work on stream-sulfate concentrations that indicated values increase during hydrologically-active periods. It also demonstrates that high stream-sulfate episodes are intimately linked to certain atmospheric circulation patterns.

The relationships between the synoptic-scale circulation and stream flow and acidity are similar. Excess precipitation and snowmelt provide a vehicle for transporting sulfate stored in the soil, as well as sulfate from the atmosphere, to the stream channel. During the winter and spring months, large, organized, transient low-pressure systems track to the northwest of Pennsylvania and can lead to elevated discharge and stream-sulfate levels. In summer and fall, the highest discharges and sulfate concentrations are associated with stationary fronts that stall north and west of the study site.

Composite weather maps show a distinct sequence of events leading to high stream-sulfate levels at Leading Ridge. These events are preceded by a sluggish high-pressure system with southwesterly winds, thus providing the physico-chemical environment conducive to sulfate formation and transport (Yarnal 1991). Back-trajectory analysis of surface-ozone transport to rural Pennsylvania confirms that stagnant high-pressure over the Ohio River Valley, followed by southwesterly transport associated with the western region of a high, transports heavily-polluted air into central Pennsylvania (Comrie 1992b). In the case of surface ozone, precipitation following the period of southwesterly transport cleanses that pollutant from the air. Similarly, atmospheric sulfate is washed out of the atmosphere by wintertime transient storms and summertime stationary fronts trailing such high-pressure systems. A circulation-to-environment synoptic climatology verifies that this scenario delivers the most acidic rainfall to central Pennsylvania (Yarnal 1993). Thus, the highest ozone, precipitation-sulfate, discharge, and stream-sulfate levels are all associated with the same sequence of weather patterns.

The large-scale climatology of North America suggests that the Colorado-low cyclogenetic region and its associated storm track and pressure patterns are common (e.g. Whittaker & Horn 1984). Although there is interannual and interdecadal variation in the position of the long waves controlling these patterns (Yarnal & Leathers 1988), it is likely that the north-eastern United States and southwestern Canada will continue to suffer stream acidification.

This research is important because it suggests the atmospheric mechanisms likely to cause elevated stream-sulfate concentrations. However, as pointed out by Venkatram et al. (1989), statistical association does not prove the veracity of these hypothesized processes. Such tantalizing findings call for directed case studies and modeling of the links between the atmosphere and water quality.
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